Analyst, Costing & Analytics
This is a new role that will provide analytical support to the business, support the daily/weekly/monthly
processes required to maintain reports, scorecards and models.

ABOUT US:
Kurt Weiss Greenhouses has been owned & operated by three generations of the Weiss family since
1960 but we can trace our roots back over 100 years. With multiple locations on the east coast, our firm
is one of the United States' largest growing operations. We were named the 4th largest grower in the
U.S. in 2017 by Greenhouse Grower Magazine. Our diversity of greenhouse locations and partnerships
with affiliate companies create unique opportunities to service multiple channels of the floriculture and
horticulture industry.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
Planning, Studying, and collecting data to determine costs of business activity such as raw material
purchases, inventory and labor
Use formulas, software and spreadsheets to help manage business and decide what prices to charge for
products
Calculate direct labor, material and production costs
Prepare reports recommending cost changes once data has been analyzed
Complete gross margin analysis related to company products
Analyzing data collected and recording results
Analyzing changes in product design, raw materials, manufacturing methods or services provided, to
determine effects on cost
Making estimates of new and proposed product costs
Providing management with reports specifying and comparing factors affecting prices and profitability of
products
Develop and maintain products costing program
Interface with multiple divisions and departments for various cost accounting functions
Provide cost estimates for new products
Ensures timely reaction to changes in business with appropriate shifts in forecast and timely
communication to partners
Build and maintain pricing analysis reports working closely with IT, Marketing, Sales, Operations

QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor’s degree in Applied Mathematics
Proficiency in MS Excel
Hands on experience with database queries (SQL, MS Access) is a plus
Outstanding problem-solving skills
Excellent time management skills
Strong interpersonal skills – positive attitude and team player
Self-motivated
Job Type: Full-time
Job Location: Center Moriches, NY

